“SHP” HEAVY DUTY 2.5” PITCH PLASTIC BELT

Wardcraft “SHP” is available in Plain, Rough Top, and Rough Top W/Holes.

“SHP” – One of the strongest belts available anywhere!
“SHP” 2.5 in. pitch, plastic belt was designed for heavy duty conveyor applications and to replace steel slat top chains, drag chains and other technologies being used for high wear or heavy duty applications. Wardcraft can a plastic belt as a direct replacement for common 2 ½” Pitch Steel Hinge conveyors

- Stamping Industries, Automotive applications including skid conveyors, manrider belts, car conveyors, leak tests
- Carwash applications including carwash, interior detailing areas
- Material handling applications including pallet handling, moving large paper rolls
- Meat (beef & pork) applications including shackle tables, gam tables

Product features and operational benefits:
- No lubrication required
- Reduced horsepower due to low friction materials
- Reduced downtime due to easy maintenance
- Reduced noise level
- Extremely wear and impact resistant
- Unique sprocket engagement allows long conveyors with reduced pulsation
- Rough top surface reduces slippage and allows safe movements